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Highlights:  23 

• The impacts of monsoon on flood characteristics were assessed at local and 24 

spatial scales. 25 

•  Flood start date advances, Q10 and flood volume increase during the strong 26 

monsoon years. 27 

• Monsoon impact on flood is regionally distributed with impact in tributary larger 28 

than mainstream.  29 

• The trade-off of water from different areas can disturb the tendency of monsoon 30 

impact on flood.  31 
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Abstract 45 

  The impact of monsoon on rainfall in the Lancang-Mekong River Basin (LMRB) 46 

has been well understood, but its impact on flood characteristic across the basin is still 47 

unclear. To investigate this impact, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) 48 

hydrological model was used to generate the basin-wide discharge and extract flood 49 

characteristics. Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM), Western North Pacific Monsoon 50 

(WNPM), and their combined effect (ISWN) were considered and represented by 51 

monsoon index. The monsoon impact area was firstly obtained based on the monsoon 52 

impact on rainfall, followed by the anomaly analyses of flood characteristics within 53 

the impact area to quantify the monsoon impact on floods at local and spatial scales. 54 

The results show that the ISM and WNPM (or ISWN) can significantly modulate up 55 

to 20% of the rainfall interannual variability in the western and eastern parts of the 56 

basin, respectively. The monsoon impact on flood is regionally distributed with 57 

impact in tributary larger than mainstream. Over half of the monsoon impact areas 58 

show the flood start date averagely advances (delays) 8–12 days, flood volume 59 

averagely increases (decreases) by 9%–17.5% and Q10 averagely increases (decreases) 60 

by 7.4%–14.4% during the strong (weak) monsoon years. Also, the comparisons 61 

between monsoon local and spatial impacts reveal that the trade-off of water from 62 

different areas can disturb the monsoon impact on flood, suggesting that more stations 63 

should be used when using the observed data to analyze the monsoon impact. More 64 

importantly, the ISM tends to cause the severe flood in northern Thailand, while 65 

WNPM and ISWN mainly induce the severe flood in the southeastern part of the 66 
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LMRB. This study could help to increase the knowledge of the impact of climate 67 

change on flood and help with the regional flood managements.  68 

Key words: Flood Characteristics, Indian Summer Monsoon, Western North Pacific 69 

Monsoon, VIC model, Lancang-Mekong River Basin 70 
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1. Introduction  72 

Water related disasters account for about 90% of the world’s natural disasters, 73 

causing more than 45% of the total human live loses and 90% of the affected 74 

population in Asia (Adikari and Yoshitani, 2009). Flood, in particular, contributes to 75 

more than 43% of the total occurrence of natural disasters (Wahlstrom and 76 

Guha-Sapir, 2015; EM-DAT, 2019). This disaster frequently occurs in the low-lying 77 

areas where the rivers are widely developed and population is highly concentrated 78 

(Wang et al., 2019). However, due to the lack of the effective flood monitoring and 79 

forecasting, the occurred flood could frequently cause casualties and property 80 

damages (Wu et al., 2014), especially in the less developed areas and countries. More 81 

importantly, many evidences have shown the increasing flood around the world (e.g., 82 

Petrow and Merz, 2009; Hirsch and Archfield, 2015), which is likely to continue in 83 

the future under the background of climate change (e.g., Hirabayashi et al., 2013; 84 

Hoang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). This will potentially cause the increasing 85 

economic losses (Bouwer, 2011; Dottori et al., 2018), and have attracted worldwide 86 

concern (Zhang et al., 2018). World Water Development Report 4 has pointed out that 87 

about 2 billion populations will be suffered from flood disaster by 2050 (UNESCO, 88 

2012), where one of the causes is climate change. Thus, understanding the impact of 89 

climate change on flood is crucial to flood risk management.  90 

The Langcang-Mekong river, having a total length of 4,800 km (MRC, 2006), 91 

originates from the Tibetan Plateau, runs through China, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, 92 

Cambodia, Vietnam, and ends in the South China Sea (Figure 1). Since most of the 93 
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lower Mekong river basin (MRB) is plain or delta, added by highly concentrated 94 

population and less developed economy, this area is a flood-prone zone with the world 95 

highest flood-induced mortalities (MRC, 2015; Hu et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020). A 96 

broad estimate of up to 76 million US dollars average annual damage has been caused 97 

by floods, which can rise to over 800 million US dollars in an extreme year such as 98 

2000 (MRC, 2009). In the past decades, this basin has experienced climate change 99 

(e.g., changing monsoon) and intensified anthropogenic activities (e.g., dam 100 

construction, irrigation expansion) (e.g., Hossain et al., 2017; Hoang et al., 2019; 101 

Tang, 2020; Triet et al., 2020), leading to these two factors are two major hydrological 102 

issues in this basin (e.g., Wang et al., 2017; Pokhrel et al., 2018). Particularly, the 103 

climate change is expected to continue and will exacerbate the flood risk (e.g., Wang 104 

et al., 2017; Triet et al., 2020), making this factor become one of the most important 105 

sources in affecting the flood in this basin. A study based on the climate projections 106 

has reported that up to 140% and 55% flood frequency and magnitude increasing rate 107 

might be introduced in future (Wang et al., 2017). It is necessary to understand how 108 

climate change affects the flood in this basin.  109 

In the LMRB, the sources of flood are mainly from monsoon rainfall, the snowmelt 110 

from Tibetan Plateau, and localized tropical storms (Delgado et al., 2012). The 111 

monsoon rainfall, lasting from May until September or early October (MRC, 2006), 112 

contributes to 80%–90% of the discharge for the lower Mekong River, and is a major 113 

factor of flood occurrence (Delgado, et al., 2012; Lauri, et al., 2012). Two monsoon 114 

systems, namely the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) and Western North Pacific 115 
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Monsoon (WNPM), regulate this monsoon rainfall, and make the rainy season rainfall 116 

account for 80% of its annual precipitation (Yang et al., 2019). Therefore, 117 

understanding the monsoon impact on flood is an important link for the knowledge of 118 

the impact of climate change on flood.  119 

   Usually, the monsoon takes effects on flood mainly through rainfall. Many valuable 120 

studies have been carried out for the impact of monsoon on rainfall. For example, 121 

Yang et al. (2019) studied the relationship between rainfall anomaly and the 122 

covariability of ISM and WNPM (i.e., monsoon combined effect). They found the 123 

rainfall in the LMRB was significantly regulated by the covariability. When ISM and 124 

WNPM is higher (lower) than normal, then the combined effect is higher (lower) than 125 

normal, and therefore the rainy rainfall mainly presents the positive precipitation in 126 

the LMRB. Also, their results indicated that the ISM mainly affects the rainy season 127 

rainfall west of the LMRB, while WNPM affects the southeastern LMRB. The 128 

monsoon rainfall anomaly is more (less) when ISM or WNPM is strong (weak), and 129 

vice versa. This positive correlation was also detected by Fan and Luo (2019), where 130 

over 29.3% and 12.8% of the basins showed this pattern with respects to WNPM and 131 

ISM, respectively.  132 

  In addition to the researches related to the monsoon impact on rainfall, a few 133 

studies have also turned their views on monsoon impact on flood. Delgado et al. 134 

(2012) found a positive correction between WNPM and the average discharges from 135 

June to November at Kratie and other stations in the lower MRB, while ISM had less 136 

impact on these selected stations. Similar finding was also obtained by Fan and Luo 137 
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(2019). These works provide valuable information for our understanding about 138 

monsoon impact on flood. However, their analyses were mainly based on the several 139 

stations on the river mainstream. Some information could be lost due to the limited 140 

number of stations (e.g., the ISM impact on flood). More importantly, the river 141 

mainstream receives water not only from the local but also from the upstream, where 142 

monsoon in these areas can have less impact on rainfall or show different pattern with 143 

rainfall (e.g., Delgado, et al., 2012; Fan and Luo 2019; Yang et al., 2019). This could 144 

lead to the uncertainty in analyzing the monsoon impact on flood if only the limited 145 

stations were used. Extending the monsoon impact on flood at local scale to spatial 146 

scale is very important to understand the monsoon impact on flood deeply. 147 

  In this paper, we intended to investigate the monsoon spatial impacts on flood, 148 

following the monsoon impact on flood at stations (i.e., monsoon local impacts). The 149 

spatially distributed flood characteristics were obtained using the Variable Infiltration 150 

Capacity (VIC) hydrological model. Two monsoons (i.e., ISM and WNPM) and their 151 

combined effect (donated as ISWN, assuming to be a monsoon for an easier 152 

description) were all considered, where their interannual variabilities in the monsoon 153 

strength were derived from the monsoon indices. Thus, the linkage between monsoon 154 

and basin wide flood can be assessed by anomalies in the strong and weak monsoon 155 

years. These analyses can help increase our knowledge of the monsoon impacts on 156 

flood in the LMRB, and can also be extended to other basins affected by monsoon.  157 

 158 

2. Data and Methods 159 
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2.1 Model description  160 

  Hydrological model is an effective tool to understand and quantify the behavior of the 161 

water cycle and its components (e.g., Deb et al., 2019; 2020). In this research, the VIC 162 

model (Liang et al., 1994, 1996) with the river routing model (Lohmann et al., 1996) 163 

was adopted to simulate the discharge in the LMRB, where satisfactory model 164 

performance has been achieved in previous studies (e.g., Hossain et al., 2017; Yun et 165 

al., 2020). This model is a grid-based model and considers snowmelt and frozen soil 166 

physical processes, and calculates energy and water budgets for each grid at daily or 167 

sub-daily time step, with topography and vegetation presented at sub-grid scale. The 168 

river routing model routes the runoff produced by VIC to the outlets using the 169 

unit-hydrograph (UH). 170 

  Large-scale effects due to summer monsoons, added by the spatial resolution of the 171 

available meteorological inputs, the spatial resolution for VIC model was set to 172 

0.25°×0.25°. Both the meteorological data to run the model and discharge data to 173 

calibrate and validate the model were collected separately for Lancang River Basin 174 

and Mekong River Basin (see Table 1 for details). The spin-up period was considered 175 

as 1961–1966, and repeated twice to provide a relatively steady initial state, while 176 

calibration and validation periods were determined to be 1967–1991 and 1992–2007 177 

respectively. Data after 2007 were not used for calibration and validation mainly 178 

because many dams were constructed and operated during the last decade and 1.7% of 179 

the Mekong mean annual discharge has been impacted by dams until 2007 (Kummu et 180 

al., 2010; Hecht et al., 2019). 181 
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 182 

2.2 Flood characteristics 183 

  Similar to Räsänen and Kummu (2013), five flood characteristics including start 184 

date (onset, O), end date (termination, T), duration (D), peak (P), and volume (V) 185 

were selected to represent the seasonal flood characteristics. Considering that the 186 

discharge hydrograph during a typical year usually has only one up-crossing and 187 

single down-crossing sections (MRC, 2007), the long-term annual average (i.e., Q50) 188 

to split the hydrograph used by MRC (2007) was adopted in this research to obtain the 189 

flood parameters. The start date was defined as the date when the daily discharge 190 

started to exceed the annual average, while the end date was the date when the daily 191 

discharge started to fall below the average. The flood duration was defined as the 192 

interval between the start date and end date, while the flood volume was the 193 

accumulated water volume on the days during the flood duration. The flood peak was 194 

defined as the maximum daily discharge during the selected calendar year (diagram 195 

see Räsänen and Kummu (2013)). Instead of choosing a steady relative long up (or 196 

down) period to determine the flood start and end dates (MRC, 2007; Räsänen and 197 

Kummu, 2013), moving average method was used to minimize the simulated 198 

discharge oscillation impacts caused by the uncertainty in meteorological inputs, i.e., 199 

increasing the moving average length from 3 days to the days when there existed at 200 

most 4 intersection points between the annual average and final moving average line. 201 

Then the dates, expressed as the day of year, separately corresponding to the first and 202 

last points, were selected as the flood start date and end date. In addition, referring to 203 
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Kiem et al. (2008), Q10 was also used to represent the flood extreme, which sorted the 204 

discharge series of a given year in a descending order and taken 10% percentile. 205 

Indicators including Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), Person correlation coefficient (R) 206 

were used to quantitatively assess these extracted flood characteristics (detailed 207 

formulas see Gupta et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2019).  208 

 209 

2.3 Monsoon index  210 

   As the monsoon systems influence the LMRB mainly from June to September, the 211 

mean monsoon index defined by Wang et al. (2001) from June to September was used 212 

to represent the summer monsoon intensity of this year. Accordingly, the accumulated 213 

rainfall from June to September was used as the rainy season precipitation (Yang et al., 214 

2019). Considering the fundamental driver of LMRB hydro-climate is the combined 215 

ISM and WNPM (e.g., Delgado et al., 2012), a synthetic monsoon index defined by 216 

Yang et al. (2019) (i.e., ISM index plus WNPM index with the same weight) was 217 

adopted to reflect the covariability of the ISM and WNPM (i.e., the combined effect 218 

ISWN). These three monsoon indices were normalized during 1967–2015, with the 219 

normalized value larger than 1 and less than -1 separately representing the strong and 220 

weak monsoon (Figure 2). Consequently, the normalized monsoon index ranging from 221 

-1 to 1 represented the normal monsoon. Similar approach was also employed in Li et 222 

al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2019). Here, the combined effect ISWN was assumed to be 223 

also a monsoon for easier description and comparison. 224 

 225 
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2.4 Monsoon impact on flood 226 

The basic flowchart to conduct monsoon impact on flood is illustrated in Figure 3. 227 

The anomaly, defined as the average deviation relative to the average value of normal 228 

monsoon years, was used to quantify the flood change during the strong or weak 229 

monsoon years. Considering the discharge is the superimposition of the runoff from 230 

different location and time, which may be distributed by the runoff from area with less 231 

affected by monsoon, the Person correlation coefficient (R) was used to identify the 232 

area affected by monsoon. Here, based on the positive relation between the monsoon 233 

and rainfall that has been found by Yang et al. (2019) and Fan and Luo (2019), the 234 

area with positive correlation between monsoon index and rainy season rainfall (i.e., 235 

rainfall increases when monsoon strengthens, and it decreases when monsoon 236 

weakens) was identified as the area affected by monsoon (i.e., monsoon impact area). 237 

In this way, the maximum area with monsoon impact on rainfall was detected, and the 238 

analyses for monsoon impact on flood could be limited to the spatial extent where 239 

monsoon takes effect on rainfall. Three representative stations Chiang Sean (CS), 240 

Pakse (PK), and Stung Treng (ST), located in different monsoon impact areas, were 241 

selected to analysis the monsoon local impact and make comparisons with the 242 

monsoon spatial impact. In addition, to make a clearer distinguishment for monsoon 243 

spatial impact on flood, the anomalies across the basin were re-interpolate to 500 244 

meters using the inverse distance weighted method, which could have less impact on 245 

the results.  246 

 247 
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3. Results  248 

3.1 Monsoon impact areas  249 

  Figure 4 shows the spatial distributions of the rainfall anomalies in the weak and 250 

strong monsoon years, where the area affected by monsoon was also delineated 251 

(Figures 4a-c). The positive impact of monsoon on rainfall can be found in most areas 252 

of the MRB, especially for ISM and ISWN. This agrees with Yang et al. (2019) and 253 

Fan and Luo (2019). For ISM, the affected area is mainly located in the western part 254 

of the MRB. For WNPM, the affected area is mainly located in the eastern and parts 255 

of the MRB and downstream of the Lancang River Basin. The area affected by ISWN 256 

covers most of the areas affected by WNPM and is extended to the areas that are 257 

affected by ISM. Similar distributions for affected area can also be found in Delgado 258 

et al. (2012) and Yang et al. (2019). Note that some areas, such as the downstream of 259 

the Lancang River Basin and northern Thailand, individually affected by ISM or 260 

WNPM are diminished when affected by ISWN. This potentially indicates the 261 

coexistence of monsoon impacts across the basin, where strong ISWN is usually with 262 

strong ISM or WNPM (Figure 2).  263 

Further, the areas affected by ISM, WNPM and ISWN account for 42.7% (51.3%), 264 

29.0% (28.6%), 44.9% (55.6%) of the total LMRB (MRB) area, respectively. These 265 

values are different with the results of Fan and Luo (2019), where they analyzed the 266 

area significant affected by monsoon and different precipitation dataset was used. 267 

Nevertheless, it reveals the dominant roles of the ISM and ISWN on rainfall in the 268 

spatial impact distribution. Moreover, the increase (decrease) in rainfall can reach 269 
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over 20% in the strong (weak) monsoon years. Note the disagreement between rainfall 270 

anomaly and monsoon change in the upstream of the Lancang River Basin, which 271 

may be related to the topography (see Delgado et al., 2012).  272 

 273 

3.2 Model performances 274 

The flood characteristics (i.e., start date, end date, duration, peak, volume and Q10) 275 

were extracted from both the simulated and observed discharge hydrographs, and the 276 

results are shown in Figure 5. It can be found that the simulated characteristics are 277 

close to those of the observation, confirming that the VIC simulation is capable of 278 

flood characteristic extraction. For each characteristic at each considered station, the R 279 

and NSE are large than 0.66 and 0.12, respectively. The performances at stations in the 280 

upstream (i.e., CS and PK) tend to be better than downstream (i.e., ST). Also, the 281 

flood volume and Q10 are generally better simulated than other flood characteristics at 282 

each station. More importantly, the simulation in tendency (R) is better than 283 

magnitude (NSE), indicating the anomaly signal can be greatly preserved while its 284 

magnitude could be affected.  285 

 286 

3.3 Monsoon local impacts on flood 287 

The impacts of monsoon on flood characteristics at three representative stations 288 

(i.e., CS, PK and ST) are shown in Figure 6. The anomalies of the simulated value 289 

fundamentally reflect the changes of the observation, though the magnitudes in most 290 

cases are underestimated. At CS station, located in the ISM impact area, the flood start 291 
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date advances (delays), Q10 decreases (increases) when ISM is strong (weak). 292 

Whether ISM is strong or weak, the end date delays and flood peak decreases (Figure 293 

6a). Each characteristic has an anomaly within the range from -9% to 7%.  294 

At PK station, located in the area affected by WNPM and ISWN, the results reveal 295 

that the flood start date advances (delays), volume and Q10 increase (decrease) when 296 

WNPM strengthens (weakens) (Figure 6e). All flood characteristics change from 297 

-14% to 16% during the strong and weak WNPM years. Similar results can be found 298 

for ISWN (Figure 6f). Here, each flood characteristic changes within the range of 299 

-21%–11% during the strong and weak ISWN years.  300 

At ST station, located in the area mainly controlled by ISM and ISWN, the flood 301 

start date advances, peak, volume and Q10 increase when ISM is strong (Figure 6g). 302 

When ISM is weak, the peak and Q10 still increase, while flood end date delays and 303 

flood duration decreases. The flood characteristic anomalies are in a range from -3% 304 

to 11% during the anomalistic ISM years (i.e., strong and weak ISM years). When 305 

ISWN strengthens (weakens), the flood start date advances (delays), all duration, peak, 306 

volume, Q10 increase (decrease) (Figure 6i). The anomalies of flood characteristic 307 

during the ISWN anomalistic years is from -26% to 17%.  308 

 309 

3.4 Monsoon spatial impacts on flood  310 

Figure 7 shows the spatial distributions of the flood characteristic anomaly that 311 

consider two strong and weak ISMs. Regionally distributed affected area can be found 312 

with different trend (positive or negative). When ISM is strong, the maximum 313 
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anomaly values for flood volumes mainly occur in northern Thailand (adjacent to the 314 

northeastern Myanmar and northern Laos; Figure 7i), which is consistent with the 315 

rainfall anomaly (Figure 4a). In this area, over 15% of the rainfall anomaly is found 316 

due to the close distance to the Bay of Bengal, and therefore it can cause more severe 317 

flood (i.e., larger flood volume anomaly). Further, in ISM impact area, the strong ISM 318 

mainly makes the flood start date averagely advance 8 days (4.4% for anomaly, same 319 

as bellow), end date averagely delays 5 days (1.7%), and flood peak, volume, Q10 and 320 

duration averagely increase by 12.1%, 11.5%, 9.3% and 7.1%, respectively (Figures 321 

7a-d, i, k). At least 59.7% of the ISM impact area shows the above impacts. 322 

Particularly, over 80% of the ISM impact area occurs the increasing flood volume and 323 

Q10 in the strong ISM years. When ISM is weak, over 70% of the ISM impact area 324 

reveals the delayed flood start date, advanced end date, decreased flood duration, 325 

flood peak, Q10 and flood volume (Figures 7e-h, j, l). On average, the flood start date 326 

delays 12 days (7.2%), the end date advances 9 days (2.8%), and flood duration, peak, 327 

volume, and Q10 decrease by 12.5%, 15.8% and 17.5%, -14.4%, respectively. It is 328 

worthy to note that over 87% of the ISM impact area shows the reduced flood peak, 329 

flood volume, and Q10.  330 

 331 

The spatial impacts of WNPM on flood characteristics are illustrated in Figure 8. 332 

The results show that the area prone to high flood volume and Q10 during the strong 333 

WNPM years is in the “3S” river basin (i.e., Sekong, Se San, Sre Pok; Figures 8i, k), 334 

with the largest rainfall amount anomaly (Figure 4b). When WNPM is strong, over 335 
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57% of the WNPM impact area has the tendency of advancing the flood start date and 336 

end date, decreasing the flood peak, and increasing the flood volume, Q10, flood 337 

duration (Figures 8a-c, i, k). On average, the flood start date and end date in these 338 

regions separately advances 11 days (6.2%) and 4 days (1.3%), the flood volume, 339 

duration and Q10 increase by 10.4%, 8.7%, 7.4%, respectively. However, the flood 340 

peak averagely reduces by 8.0% in these regions, different from the flood volume and 341 

Q10 (Figures 8d, i, k). This is especially obvious for flood peak in the central Laos, 342 

where the rainfall amount, flood volume and Q10 increases (Figures 4b, 8d, i, k). The 343 

main reason is the underestimation of heavy rainfall that determines the flood peak, 344 

and can be inferred from Figure 4 in Lauri et al. (2014), where the annual 345 

precipitation of APHRODITE seems to be underestimated when compared with the 346 

observation data. During the weak WNPM years, over 50% of the WNPM impact area 347 

shows the delayed flood start date and end date, reduced flood peak, volume and Q10, 348 

and increased flood duration (Figures 8e-h, j, l). On average, the flood start date in 349 

these areas delays 8 days (4.6%), end date delays 11 days (3.6%), flood duration 350 

increases by 8.2%, and flood peak, volume and Q10 decrease by 10.1%, 9.0% and 351 

10%, respectively.  352 

 353 

  The ISWN spatial impacts on flood are shown in Figure 9. The results show that the 354 

maximum anomalies during the strong ISWN years for flood peak, flood volume and 355 

Q10 mainly occur in the “3S” river basin (Figures 9d, i, k), where more than 20% 356 

anomaly of rainfall occurs in this area (Figure 4c). This indicates that more severe 357 
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flood with higher flood peak or larger flood volume can occur in the “3S” river basin 358 

easily. During the strong ISWN years, over 60% of ISWN impact area occurs with the 359 

advanced flood start date, delayed flood end date, and increased flood duration, 360 

volume, Q10 and peak (Figure 9a-d, i, k). On average, the flood start date in these 361 

regions advances 8 days (4.6%), flood end date delays 4 days (1.4%), and the flood 362 

duration, peak, volume and Q10 increase by 8.3%, 10.3%, 14.3% and 12.5%, 363 

respectively. Particularly, more than 90% of the ISWN impact area shows the 364 

increased flood volume and Q10. In weak ISWN years, over 66% of ISWN impact 365 

area shows the flood start date delays 10 days (6.1%), flood end date delays 5 days 366 

(1.6%), and flood duration, volume, peak, and Q10 reduce by 6.7%, 12.8%, 14.4% and 367 

12%, respectively (Figures 9e-h, j, l).  368 

 369 

4. Discussion 370 

4.1 Monsoon impact comparisons 371 

Usually, when monsoon is strong, then the rainfall amount should be larger than 372 

normal condition (e.g., Yang et al., 2019), and the discharge rises earlier and drops 373 

later, thus causing the longer flood duration and larger flood volume. Under this 374 

condition, the soil can be saturated earlier and thus making the flood peak much 375 

higher. Similar results can be inferred for weak monsoon. Consequently, in a typical 376 

year, the ideal results for monsoon impact on flood are the flood start date advances 377 

(delays), end date delays (advances), and flood peak, volume, Q10, duration increase 378 

(decrease) during the strong (weak) monsoon years. The mostly consistent results are 379 
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found for ISM spatial impacts on flood (Figure 7). However, different results for 380 

monsoon impact of ISM are found at CS station (Figure 6a). It is found that flood 381 

peak decreases and flood end date delays whether ISM is strong or weak. The reason 382 

causing this difference is the spatial location where the results are analyzed. The CS 383 

station is located on the mainstream of Mekong River, while the areas showing the 384 

general monsoon spatial impact on flood are located in the upstream (i.e., tributary) of 385 

the mainstream (i.e., downstream). The CS station receives water not only from the 386 

ISM impact area, but also from the mainstem upstream of it that is not affected by 387 

ISM (Figure 4d). The trade-off between both sides disturbs the trend of the ISM 388 

impact on flood at CS station, indicating the uncertainty in analyzing the impact of 389 

monsoon on flood exists if only several stations are considered, especially for the 390 

stations on the mainstream.  391 

Nevertheless, the impacts of WNPM and ISWN on most of the flood characteristics 392 

are consistent between local and spatial scales (Figure 6, 8, 9), which also agree well 393 

with the ideal results. The reason for this is the close distance of the selected stations 394 

(i.e., PK and ST) to the downstream of the impact area, where the monsoon in this 395 

impact area primarily dominates the hydrology regime when compared to the impact 396 

of upstream water affected by other type of monsoon or less affected by monsoon. 397 

This highlights the importance of the location for the station used for analyses when 398 

related to the impact of monsoon on flood, suggesting that more stations should be 399 

considered when analyzing the impact of monsoon on flood if only observations are 400 

used.  401 
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  Also, the basically identical results are found for WNPM and ISWN impacts on 402 

flood characteristics at PK station (Figure 6e, f). However, inconsistent results occur 403 

for ISM and ISWN impacts at ST station (Figure 6g, i). For example, it was found the 404 

flood peak at ST station increases whether ISM is strong or weak. The reason for this 405 

may be related to the smaller contribution of ISM impact area around ST in affecting 406 

flood, making the ISM impact here is negligible (also see Delgado et al., 2012). 407 

Consequently, the impact of ISM at this station is not the true impact of ISM. Noting 408 

that some stations like CS station are not in the areas affected by ISWN, potentially 409 

demonstrating the spatial coexistence of the monsoon impacts on flood.  410 

  Comparing with the inconsistences of different monsoon impact existing at the 411 

local scale (i.e., station), more identical results are found for different monsoon spatial 412 

impacts on flood characteristics. It is found the monsoon spatial impact on flood on 413 

tributary is likely to be larger than that on mainstream, and such impact is regionally 414 

distributed. The flood start date averagely advances 8–11 days (i.e., changing from 415 

-4.4% to -6.2%), flood volume increases by 10.4%–14.3%, Q10 increases by 416 

7.4%–12.5%, and flood duration increases by 7.1%–8.7% over half of the monsoon 417 

impact area during the strong monsoon years. During the weak monsoon years, over 418 

half of the monsoon area shows that the flood start date averagely delays 8-12 days 419 

(4.6%–7.2%), flood volume averagely decreases by 9%–17.5%, Q10 decreases by 420 

10%–14.4%, and flood peak also reduces by 10.1%–15.8%. These results are 421 

consistent with ideal results, potentially indicating the reasonability of our analyses 422 

for the mechanism of the monsoon impact on flood. However, the differences among 423 
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three monsoons for their spatial impacts on flood characteristics also exist. For 424 

example, whether WNPM is strong or weak, flood duration increases and flood peak 425 

reduces. This is different from those of ISM or ISWN, where flood duration and flood 426 

peak increase (decrease) when ISM or ISWN is strong (weak). The reason causing the 427 

longer flood duration in weak WNPM years and smaller flood peak in strong WNPM 428 

years might be the underestimation of heavy rainfall as shown above. The 429 

underestimation of heavy rainfall could lead to the underestimation of flood peak and 430 

long-term average discharge to split the hydrograph, and therefore causing the longer 431 

flood duration. In addition, affected by the interaction between the ISM and WNPM, 432 

the tendency for ISWN impact on flood is either same with ISM or same with 433 

WNPM. 434 

 435 

4.2 Uncertainties and limitations 436 

  There are several uncertainties and limitations related to this research. Firstly, due 437 

to the relatively scarce available observed meteorological data in the LMRB (e.g., 438 

Yatagai, et al., Lauri et al., 2012, 2014), the gridded data rather than in-situ data were 439 

collected for Lancang River basin and MRB, respectively. These gridded data were 440 

interpolated at spatial and temporal scales using in-situ data. Therefore, the accuracy 441 

of the gridded product is limited due to the coarse station network density and uneven 442 

station distribution (Wang et al., 2016), especially for precipitation which has a 443 

critical role in runoff (Liu et al., 2018) and thus in flood performance. This may have 444 

an impact on the model performance in flood simulation. To reduce the precipitation 445 
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uncertainty impact, the precipitation dataset APHRODITE was selected, which has 446 

been proved to be one of the best precipitation datasets in MRB hydrological 447 

application (Lauri et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2021) and was used as a reference for other 448 

precipitation dataset comparisons (Chen et al., 2018). However, the storm causing the 449 

big flood is local but with extremely large value, which is hard to capture and is easily 450 

picked out as an outlier. Consequently, the interpolated precipitation could largely 451 

underestimate the heavy storm that determines flood, especially for flood peak. These 452 

can be inferred from Figure 6 and Figure 8, where the anomaly from simulation is 453 

underestimated and flood peak decreases during the strong monsoon years. Therefore, 454 

the quality in precipitation is worthy to be further investigated, especially for flood 455 

season.  456 

Secondly, the model structure is also an uncertainty source and limitation. In the 457 

lower MRB, the controlling factor of water flow is no longer the elevation of ground; 458 

instead, the water flow itself may play a key role due to the relative flat topography. 459 

The backwater water effect can frequently occur in this area during the flood season, 460 

which forms the famous inverse river (i.e., Tonle Sap River; Hecht et al., 2019). The 461 

flow routing method used in this research is unit hydrograph (Lohmann et al., 1996), 462 

which can be no longer applied to the flood plain, thus potentially causing the 463 

uncertainties. Nevertheless, the method to reflect the impact of monsoon on flood is 464 

anomaly, the relative value rather than the absolute value, which can basically 465 

preserve the consistency in trend. The hydrodynamic model that can quantify the 466 

backwater effect should be considered in future to decrease the uncertainty.  467 
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Thirdly, the complex monsoon systems and runoff routing also make the results 468 

uncertain and limited. A spatial location can receive water not only from different 469 

monsoon types due to the unregular impact area and complex runoff route lines but 470 

also from area that is less affected by monsoon. Therefore, the final results could be 471 

the trade-off between upstream water and local water, which increases the uncertainty 472 

and limitation in analyzing the monsoon impact on flood, especially for the monsoon 473 

local impact using the in-situ observations (e.g., on the mainstream). In this research, 474 

to decrease the uncertainty caused by complex monsoon systems and runoff routing, 475 

analyses were limited to the monsoon impact area to reduce the disturbance from the 476 

areas less affected by monsoon. However, the general pattern for monsoon impact on 477 

flood characteristics was not fully obtained within the monsoon impact area, such as 478 

flood end date, flood duration and flood peak. New methodologies may be needed in 479 

future to further improve the results of monsoon impact on flood.  480 

 481 

 5. Conclusions 482 

   This research investigated the monsoon impacts on flood characteristics in the 483 

LMRB using the anomaly. Two monsoons (i.e., ISM and WNPM) and their combined 484 

effect ISWN were considered and represented by monsoon index. The VIC model 485 

with the river routing model was used to generate discharge, from which the flood 486 

characteristics including start date, end date, duration, peak, Q10 and volume were 487 

extracted and validated. The monsoon effects on these flood characteristics were 488 

analyzed at local and spatial scales, followed by the discussion of the monsoon impact 489 
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comparisons.  490 

  The ISM dominates the rainfall in the western part of the MRB, while WNPM 491 

controls that in the east, and ISWN covers most areas that are affected by WNPM. 492 

More importantly, these effects on rainfall can coexist in the basin. When any of them 493 

strengths (weakens), up to 20% increase (decrease) in rainfall can occur in the basin, 494 

especially for northern Thailand (ISM) and “3S” river basin (WNPM, ISWN) with the 495 

maximum increase. 496 

   Six selected flood characteristics including flood start date, end date, duration for 497 

observation were simulated reasonably well in tendency. At least 0.66 correlation 498 

coefficient was obtained for each characteristic at any of three selected stations. 499 

Further, the anomalies of the simulated value can fundamentally reflect the changes of 500 

the observation, though the magnitudes in most cases are underestimated. 501 

  The spatial impact of monsoon on flood is regionally distributed with impact in 502 

tributary tending to be larger than mainstream. The general impact of monsoon on 503 

flood is that the flood start date averagely advances (delays) 8–12 days, volume 504 

averagely increases (decreases) 9%–17.5%, Q10 averagely increases (decreases) 505 

7.4%–14.4% over half of the monsoon impact area during the strong (weak) monsoon 506 

years. When the monsoon is strong, the flood duration averagely increases by 507 

7.1%–8.7% over half of the monsoon impact area; while the flood peak reduces by 508 

10.1%–15.8% over half of the monsoon impact area during the weak monsoon years.  509 

Except for ISM, the monsoon impacts on flood characteristics are mostly consistent 510 

between the local and spatial scales. The inconsistency in monsoon impacts on flood 511 
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indicates that the monsoon impact on flood characteristics could be disturbed by the 512 

trade-off of water from different monsoon impact areas or areas less affected by 513 

monsoon. This suggests that more stations should be used when using the observed 514 

data to analyze the monsoon impacts on flood.  515 

 516 
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Table 1 Detail information for the meteorological and discharge data 687 

Variable Basin Dataset Period Main source 

Precipitation 
LRB CN05.1 

1961–2015 

Wu and Gao (2013) 
MRB APHRODITE Yatagai et al. (2009, 2012) 

Maximum temperature 
LRB CN05.1 Wu and Gao (2013) 
MRB Princeton Sheffield et al. (2006) 

Minimum temperature 
LRB CN05.1 Wu and Gao (2013) 
MRB Princeton Sheffield et al. (2006) 

Wind speed 
LRB CN05.1 Wu and Gao (2013) 
MRB Princeton Sheffield et al. (2006) 

Discharge 
LRB - 

1967–2015 
Henck et al. (2011) 

MRB - 
Wang et al. (2016) 

Mohammed et al. (2018) 

* MRB and LRB mean the Mekong River Basin and Lancang River Basin, respectively. The full name of 688 

APHRODITE is Asian Precipitation-Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration Toward the Evaluation of 689 

Water Resource. 690 
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Figure Captions 691 

Figure 1. Overview of the Lancang-Mekong River Basin (LMRB). The 12 692 

hydrological stations from upstream to downstream are Changdou2 (CD2), Jiuzhou 693 

(JZ), Gajiu (GJ), Yunjinghong (YJH), Chiang Sean (CS), Luang Prabang (LP), Vien 694 

Tiane (VT), Nakhon Phanom (NP), Mukdahan (MD), Pakse (PK), Stung Treng (ST), 695 

Kompong Cham (KC), respectively. 696 

Figure 2. Time series of the normalized monsoon indices varying with year from 697 

1967 to 2015. (a), (b), (c) are the normalized Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM), 698 

Western North Pacific Monsoon (WNPM), combined monsoon effect (ISWN) indices, 699 

respectively.  700 

Figure 3. The basic flowchart of the monsoon impact on flood 701 

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of rainfall anomalies in the weak monsoon (L; bottom) 702 

and strong monsoon (H; top) years. The panels from left to right denote ISM, WNPM, 703 

and ISWN, respectively. The dashed polygon in the top panel represents the monsoon 704 

impact area.  705 

Figure 5. Comparisons of flood characteristics extracted from both the observed and 706 

simulated discharges at three representative stations. Onset, termination also refer to 707 

the start date and end date, respectively. 708 

Figure 6. The flood characteristic anomalies at three representative stations during the 709 

strong and weak monsoon years. The signs O, T, D, P, V, Q separately refer to the 710 

Onset (start date), Termination (end date), duration, peak, volume, and Q10 for the 711 

convenience of drawing the figures. L means the weak monsoon, H means the strong 712 
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monsoon. 713 

Figure 7. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the weak 714 

ISM (L) and strong ISM (H) years. The numbers in each subfigure show the average 715 

change, and area percent of monsoon impact area having the average change, 716 

respectively. For example, (a) indicates over 65.4% of the monsoon impact area 717 

averagely changes the flood start date by -4.4%.  718 

Figure 8. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the strong 719 

(H) and weak (L) WNPM years. Other signals are similar with Figure 7.  720 

Figure 9. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the strong 721 

(H) and weak (L) ISWN years. The signals see Figure 7. 722 
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 723 

Figure 1. Overview of the Lancang-Mekong River Basin (LMRB). The 12 724 

hydrological stations from upstream to downstream are Changdou2 (CD2), Jiuzhou 725 

(JZ), Gajiu (GJ), Yunjinghong (YJH), Chiang Sean (CS), Luang Prabang (LP), Vien 726 

Tiane (VT), Nakhon Phanom (NP), Mukdahan (MD), Pakse (PK), Stung Treng (ST), 727 

Kompong Cham (KC), respectively. 728 
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 729 

Figure 2. Time series of the normalized monsoon indices varying with year from 730 

1967 to 2015. (a), (b), (c) are the normalized Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM), 731 

Western North Pacific Monsoon (WNPM), combined monsoon effect (ISWN) indices, 732 

respectively.  733 
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 734 

Figure 3. The basic flowchart of the monsoon impact on flood 735 
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 736 

Figure 4. Spatial distributions of rainfall anomalies in the weak monsoon (L; bottom) 737 

and strong monsoon (H; top) years. The panels from left to right denote ISM, WNPM, 738 

and ISWN, respectively. The dashed polygon in the top panel represents the monsoon 739 

impact area.  740 
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 741 

Figure 5. Comparisons of flood characteristics extracted from both the observed and 742 

simulated discharges at three representative stations. Onset, termination also refer to 743 

the start date and end date, respectively. 744 
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 745 

Figure 6. The flood characteristic anomalies at three representative stations during the 746 

strong and weak monsoon years. The signs O, T, D, P, V, Q separately refer to the 747 

Onset (start date), Termination (end date), duration, peak, volume and Q10 for the 748 

convenience of drawing the figures. L means the weak monsoon, H means the strong 749 

monsoon. 750 
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 751 

Figure 7. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the weak 752 

ISM (L) and strong ISM (H) years. The numbers in each subfigure show the average 753 

change, and area percent of monsoon impact area having the average change, 754 

respectively. For example, (a) indicates over 65.4% of the monsoon impact area 755 

averagely changes the flood start date by -4.4%.  756 
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 757 

Figure 8. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the strong 758 

(H) and weak(L) WNPM years. Other signals are similar with Figure 7.  759 
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 760 

Figure 9. The distributions of the simulated flood characteristic anomaly in the strong 761 

(H) and weak (L) ISWN years. The signals see Figure 7.  762 
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